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appropriate and overturns it. For example, a District Court can overrule the decision made by a 

state Magistrates’ Court by setting a new precedent.

Overruling involves two separate cases. In the sample diagram below, the original precedent, 

called ‘precedent 1’ in our example, was determined in a case that appeared before the Supreme 

Court in 1979. In the ensuing ten years, the values, morals and attitudes of the community 

changed. Then, in 1989 the Court of Appeal changed the precedent by overruling it and setting a 

new precedent, called ‘precedent 2’ in our example. 

This means that precedent 1 is no longer used and that the current precedent, precedent 2, is 

binding on lower courts and may be persuasive to higher courts and to courts in other court 

hierarchies. Precedent 1 is no longer binding or persuasive.

Figure 4�3 Overruling

Precedent 2

Court of Appeal established the precedent 1989

Precedent 1

Supreme Court established the precedent in 1979

Characteristics

9Two cases (with like facts and similar circumstances)

9Change in values, morals and attitudes of the community since first case

9Higher courts can overrule decisions made by lower courts

9Courts of equal standing cannot overrule each other’s past decisions

9Lower courts cannot overrule decisions made by higher courts

Reversing

Reversing involves one case and is only used in appeals. An appeal is a review of an earlier 

judgment. For more information on appeals, see Chapter 3 – The hierarchy of courts.

The sanction in a criminal case, a remedy in a civil case or a question of law may be reviewed in 

a higher court if the party requesting the appeal has reasonable grounds. An application has to 

be lodged before an appeal can be granted. If a decision is appealed to a higher court, the higher 

court may set aside the precedent established in the earlier court, thus reversing the decision. 

Figure 4�4 Reversing

Characteristics

9One case

9Appeal court may change decision made by the original court that heard the case 
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If there are people whose names have not been called, they will be sent back to the jury pool 
room to await possible selection for another trial on the same day or the next day.

After this process, the remaining jurors who have not been challenged are asked to take an oath 

or affirmation. 

As an aside … An affirmation is a form of oath used for people who state that they do not believe in 

God.

In criminal trials, 27 cards are drawn from which 12 jurors are empanelled. In some exceptional 

cases, the number empanelled can expand from 13 to a maximum of 15. Regardless of the number 

empanelled, the number of jurors will be reduced to the prescribed number of 12 when it comes 

time to make verdict.

In civil trials, 17 cards are drawn from which a jury of six is empanelled. 

In civil cases, the empanelling process varies slightly. The judge’s associate draws cards from the 

ballot box at random. The associate makes a list of the names and occupations of jurors drawn 

(usually 12), and passes the list to the plaintiff’s lawyer who may cross out three names. The list 

is then given to the defendant’s lawyer who may cross off another three names. The remaining 

six jurors are then called to the jury box.

After the jurors have been determined, the judge asks them to elect a foreman or forewoman. 

The role of this person is to ensure that all members of the jury understand the proceedings. If 

there are any queries, the foreman will clarify these with the judge.

Individuals wishing to be excused from jury duty must submit an application together with a 

statutory declaration to the sheriff at least two days prior to the date of appearance specified in 

the summons.

test your understanding

1. What is the purpose of a challenge?
2. Draw a diagram to illustrate how a jury is empanelled.

The role of  the jury in a trial

Before the proceedings commence, the judge explains appropriate points of law to the jury and 

answers any questions they may have. This is referred to as charging the jury. 

During the proceedings, jurors may be asked to leave the courtroom while the lawyers make any 

clarifications with the judge on legal points. Jurors may also be taken to view things or places 

that relate to the case at hand. 

One of the most important processes that a jury has to undertake is deliberation. Often it is 

said that the jury has retired for deliberations. This means that the jury has been given time to 
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 Figure 5�2 Traditional criminal trial procedure

test your understanding

‘Suspended sentences are not a punishment.’ Discuss.
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legal principle

The defendant is not liable and does not owe a duty of care to the plaintiff in respect of 

particular risk if the risk was subject to a risk warning or included in a term of a contract.

This means that, where the defendant warned the plaintiff about the risk, either in writing or 

orally, they will not be held liable for any injury or loss incurred. There are exceptions, of course, 

that apply to unattended minors or other parties restricted from entering into a contract (see 

Chapter 9 – Contracts II).

Professional negligence

legal principle

A professional party who acts in a manner that is widely accepted as common practice in 

Australia will avoid liability.

Thus, peer professional opinion is regarded as competent professional practice. In addition, 

some professional associations have set standards of professional conduct that is regarded 

as competent and are to be followed by all professionals in that industry. However, this peer 

professional opinion test does not apply to the duty to provide warning of possible risks and in 

situations where the opinion is irrational.

For example … A medical practitioner will not found to be negligent where his/her conduct in 

relation to treatment of a patient was considered to be in accordance with the opinion of a number 

of other practitioners from the same field, unless the opinion is irrational.

volunteers

A volunteer is defined by some Civil Liability and Wrongs Acts as a person who undertakes 

community work or one who works for non-profit organisations on a voluntary basis. 

However, a volunteer receives no protection where the conduct constitutes an offence. Furthermore, 

a volunteer may be found liable where he/she acted or omitted to act outside the scope of authority 

given by the community organisation or where the liability necessitates insurance.

legal principle

A volunteer is immune from civil liability in respect to any act or omission to act that relates 

to community work done in good faith.32

32   VIC, Civil Liability and Wrongs Act, ss 34-37; QLD s 39; WA Volunteers (Protection from Liability) Act 2002, ss 6-7; TAS ss 44-
49; ACT Pt 2.2 ss 6-11; SA Volunteers Protection Act 2001; VIC Wrongs and Other Acts (Public Liability Insurance Reform) Act 
2002 Pt IX; NSW Personal Injuries (Liability and Damages) Bill 2002 ss 60-66; CTH Volunteers Protection Act 2003.
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14. What type of offer destroys the original offer by introducing a new alternative offer 
that can be accepted?

15. What standard of a contractual agreement usually means that the parties have agreed 
on the terms of the contract and are ready to implement and execute the contract?

16. When using instantaneous communication, at what time is an acceptance made?
17. What is the ‘price’ paid in exchange for another person’s promise?
18. What type of consideration occurs when an act representing consideration is performed 

in return for a promise?
19. When a promise is made after an act has been performed, what type of consideration 

has taken place?
20. What type of duty is imposed by the law where a promise is made to attend a police 

station to give evidence regarding a crime?
21. Which remedy is used by judges to allow a promise to be enforced even though it was 

not supported by consideration?

Problems
1� Jack and Nick had been friends for a long time� In consultation with Nick, Jack 

organised for both of them to go on a fishing trip one weekend. Jack told Nick that 
he would drive both of them in his car if Nick paid the fees to go on a charter boat 
with his credit card prior to the trip� Nick took the day off from work in order 
to go on the trip� As arranged, Nick went to Jack’s place at 5:00 am on the day of 
the trip� When Nick arrived, he found out from neighbours that Jack had already 
gone on the fishing trip with his girlfriend.

Advise Nick whether he has any legal rights according to contract law.

2� Simone entered into an agreement with her grandmother Judy to purchase 
a syndicate lotto every week with the aim of dividing any winnings equally 
between them� They always chose the same numbers� The two women took turns 
buying the lotto ticket� One day Judy went to check the lotto winning numbers 
at the newsagency and realised that they won $1�1 million dollars� When Simone 
enquired about the ticket, her grandmother informed her that she had won the 
money and refused to give Simone her share of the winnings� 

Advise Simone whether she has any legal rights against Judy according to contract law.

3� Clair asked her friend Sophie if she wanted to buy her car for $15,000� Sophie 
replied that she was only willing to pay $14,000� Clair refused to sell her car for 
that price� Sophie then agreed to pay $15,000�

Does a contract exist between Clair and Sophie? Give reasons for your answer.

4� Domenic used a vending machine to buy a Mars Bar� He checked the price of the 
bar on the machine and inserted the correct amount of coins in the machine� The 
machine accepted the payment and released the bar� 

Using the above information as a guide, answer the following:

9 Is there an invitation to treat?
9 Who made the offer?
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9 small businesses dealing with bigger businesses in relation to contract dealings that do 
not exceed $3 million (s51AB).

State legislation has fair trading acts which prohibit persons or suppliers from engaging in 

unconscionable conduct, e.g. The Fair Trading Act 1989 (Qld).

In addition, New South Wales has the Contracts Review Act 1980 (NSW). This piece of legislation 

allows the Supreme Court of NSW to review unjust and unconscionable contracts and to: deny 

enforcement, pronounce the contract void, or alter the contract terms in whole or in part. The 

court would use this power in following situations (s9(1)):

9 where the parties had unequal bargaining power;

9 where either party was not given the opportunity to negotiate the terms of the contract;

9 where either party received or should have received legal advice;

9 where either party used complex legal or contractual terms without clarification;

9 where either party’s age, health or mental capacity interfered with their judgment to 
enter into the contract; or

9 where either party’s education, literacy or economic status played a role in their 
decision to enter into the contract.

In addition to the above legislation, New South Wales has the Industrial Relations Act 1996 (NSW) 

which protects employers and employees from forming employment contracts that involve 

unconscionable conduct. 

Table 9�5 Comparison of duress, undue influence and unconscionability

Duress Undue influence Unconscionability

Definition The defendant has 
threatened or used 
violence towards the 
plaintiff (or his/her 
loved ones) to force 
them to enter into a 
contract.

The defendant used their 
influence (position of power) to 
force the plaintiff to enter into 
a contract.

Stronger party = defendant

Weaker party = plaintiff

The defendant took some 
undue advantage of the 
plaintiff’s disability resulting in 
an agreement that was unjust, 
unfair and inequitable.

Stronger party = defendant

Weaker party = plaintiff

Burden of 
proof

Plaintiff Special relationships – 
defendant

Other relationships – plaintiff

Plaintiff

Effect Contract is voidable 
at the option of the 
plaintiff.

Contract is voidable at the 
option of the plaintiff.

Contract is voidable at the 
option of the plaintiff.

Competition and Consumer Act 
2010 (Cwth)

Damages, an injunction, and 
allowing the plaintiff to avoid 
the contract.
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For this to occur, however, the parties and the subject must be the same as the original simple 

contract and the consideration must be of higher value.

Frustration of  Contract
Frustration of a contract refers to the parties experiencing ‘frustration’ due to unforeseeable 

circumstances making the contract impossible to perform. Lord Radcliffe in the case Davis 

Contractors Ltd v Fareham45 defines frustration of contract as follows:

Frustration occurs whenever the law recognises that without default of either party a contractual 

obligation has become incapable of being performed because the circumstances in which the 

performance is called for would render it a thing radically different from that which was undertaken 

by the contract.

The circumstances referred to by Lord Radcliff can be divided into five categories as shown in 

Table 10.1.

Table 10�1 Frustration of contract categories

Change in the law Changes in the law may occur after the formation of a contract and 
render its performance illegal. In such circumstances, the parties 
become frustrated and the contract is discharged.

Death or illness of the 
parties

Parties may become frustrated in a situation where one of the parties 
was contracted to perform a service but, prior to completing that 
service, died or experienced a serious illness or disability thus making 
the contract impossible to complete and making discharge inevitable. 

Destruction of subject 
matter

A contract may be impossible to complete if its subject matter is 
destructed, i.e. damaged or destroyed, without the interference of 
either party. As a result, the contract is deemed frustrated.

Common objective no 
longer attainable

Certain circumstances or events may occur that require parties to form 
a contract. If those events do not occur without it being the fault of 
either party, then the contract may be frustrated and the parties are 
discharged form their obligations.

Intervention by the 
Government

A contract may be declared as frustrated in situations where 
government intervention is such that it causes the original terms of the 
contract to be radically changed. 

the effect of  frustration

A frustrated contract is not void but comes to an end due to a supervening impossibility. Once 

one of the above circumstances eventuates or happens, the parties are discharged from their 

contractual obligations and the contract is discharged. If payment has taken place prior to the 

45  Urban District Council [1956] AC 696 at 729.
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9 vary the terms of the contract

9 terminate, renew or not renew the contract

9 determine whether a breach has occurred; or 

9 determine the meaning of the contract.

test your understanding

Visit the website link www.accc.gov.au/publications/unfair-terms-in-small-business-

contracts and download a copy of the “Unfair terms in small business contract: a review of selected 

industries” and select an industry listed.  Draft a checklist for that industry that can be used 

when constructing a contract to avoid unfair terms.

specific False representations for goods or services
Chapter 3 of the ACL provides protection from specific false representation for goods or services 

through specific prohibitions. 

Part 3.2, section 29, of the Act focuses primarily on protecting consumers from false representations 

in connection with the supply, possible supply or promotion of goods or services.

A number of the provisions in the Act against specific false representations are summarised in 

Table 12.2.

 legal principle

A person must not make false or misleading representations in association with the supply 

or possible supply of goods or services, or in association with the promotion, by any means, 

of the supply or use of goods or services.

Table 12�2 Specific false representations

Section Provision Case reference

29 (1)(a) Prohibits the false representation of goods in regard to 
standard, quality, value or grade, composition, style, model, 
history or previous use.

Sharp Corp of Australia Pty 
Ltd v Hartnell125

MacFarlane v John Martin & 
Co Ltd126

29 (1)(b) Prohibits the false or misleading representation of services in 
regard to the standard, value or grade or quality.

Kiley v Lysfar Pty Ltd [1985] 
ATPR 40 614

29 (1)(c) Prohibits false or misleading representation in relation to the 
newness of goods.

TPC v Annand & Thompson 
Pty Ltd [1978]

125 [1975] ATPR 40-003.
126 [1977] ATPR 40-034.
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Section Provision Case reference

29 (1)(d) Prohibits false claims that a person has formed an agreement 
to purchase goods or services. This usually occurs when a 
false claim is made that a deceased has ordered goods prior to 
their death and demands payment from the executor.

O’Connor v Stevenson 
[1989] ATPR 40-944

29 (1)(e) Prohibits false or misleading representation that purports 
to be a testimonial by any person associated with the goods 
or services, and have sponsorship, approval or affiliation 
associated with a corporation.

Apple Computer Inc v 
Computer Edge Pty Ltd 
[1984] ATPR 40-453

29 (1)(f) Prohibits false claims making a false or misleading 
representation concerning:

9a testimonial by any person or 

9a representation that purports to be such a testimonial
     relating to goods or services.

29 (g)(h) Prohibits false or misleading representations that a particular 
goods and services have sponsorship, approval, performance 
characteristics, accessories, used or benefits.

Green v Ford [1985] ATPR 
40 – 603

29 (1)(i) Prohibits misinformation of price for goods or services. 
This section provides that there must be no misinformation 
regarding price. The information, i.e. price, given should be 
sufficient to enable persons to make accurate comparisons 
between competing goods or services.

Sest v Copperart Pty Ltd 
[1989] 11 ATPR 40-945

TPC v Cue Design Pty Ltd 
[1996] ATPR 41-475

29 (1)(j) Prohibits false or misleading representations regarding the 
availability of facilities for the repair of goods or of spare 
parts for goods. It provides protection to purchasers of 
expensive equipment, e.g. farmers.

Advertisements promoting availability of repairs or spare 
parts as an inducement must ensure that the representations 
are accurate. 

29(1)(j) Prohibits false or misleading representations regarding the 
place of origin of goods. For example, false claims regarding 
the country and region where goods have been produced. 
In 1998 an amendment was passed to introduce two 
classifications: ‘Made in country X’ and ‘Produced in country X’.

In circumstances where there is no express claim about 
country of origin of the good, illustrations, statements or 
other features in advertisements and other advertising 
material, which relate the product with a country other than 
its true country of origin, may mislead consumers. 

Companies can only use a country label if the goods are 
sourced from that country and, essentially, the whole 
production/manufacturing process was completed in that 
country.

Siddons Pty Ltd v The 
Stanley Works Pty Ltd 
[1991]

Netcomm(Aust) Pty Ltd v 
Dataplex Ltd [1988] ATPR 
40-883

29 (1)(l) Prohibits false or misleading representations in relation to 
the need for particular goods or services, e.g. that additional 
repairs are required to goods.

Keehn v Medical Benefits 
Fund of Australia Ltd [1977] 
14 ALR 77
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Constructive trust – the result of the operation of the law rather than the intention of the 
parties to hold property with the purpose its use or benefit of another. Consumer credit - refers 
to the situation where a person advances money for non-commercial purposes to another person 
with the expectation or repayment at a later date.

Consumer Credit Code – was enacted to legislate situations where credit is offered by spelling 
out in user friendly way the obligations and liabilities of credit providers.

Contract – a situation where two or more parties make a promise or agreement to an act or thing 
that creates rights and responsibilities that are legally enforceable.

Contract for service – one where a person agrees to perform work for another person but is not 
considered an employee, e.g. an independent contractor. 

Contract of sale of goods – a contract as defined in the Sale of Goods Act where the seller transfers 
or agrees to transfer goods to the buyer for money, i.e. consideration. 

Contract of service – occurs when an offer of employment which includes rate of pay and other 
employment conditions are made by the employer and accepted by the employee.

Contributory negligence – a type of defence pleaded by a defendant who claims the plaintiff 
contributed or participated in some way to the loss or injury he/she suffered.

Copyright – a right given to an author to prevent unauthorised people from reproducing their 
work.

Counter offer – destroys the original offer by introducing a new alternative offer that can in 
itself be accepted.

Cover note – a form of temporary insurance that may be revoked by the insurer.

Criminal jurisdiction – empowers the courts to hear cases that are of a criminal nature. 

Criminal law – concerned with issues that affect or threaten the whole society.

Crown – the Queen’s powers under the Constitution are exercised by the Governor-General (at 
Commonwealth level) and the General (at State level) and both are referred to as the Crown or 
the Head of State. 

Damages – a monetary payment made by the defendant to the plaintiff in a civil case.

Dangerous goods – substances which are capable of posing risk to a person’s wellbeing, health, 
safety or to property when exposed to air - such as flammable liquids and explosive substances. 

Debt agreement – occurs when the debtor provides the Official Trustee with a written proposal 
together with a copy of his/her statement of affairs that satisfies the requirements as set out in 
s6A in order to enter into an agreement with the creditor and avoid bankruptcy.

Debtor’s petition – occurs when debtors cannot repay their debts and choose to become 
voluntarily bankrupt by presenting a petition. 

Declaratory Acts – if there is some doubt as to the law on a certain matter, parliament can pass 
an Act declaring what the law is.

d |
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Be Your Own Boss
The Practical Self-Employment Handbook

Ian Birt

ABOUT THE BOOK
Whether you work for yourself ot contract your skilled labour to others, Be Your Own Boss is a short, 
practical and valuable resource. It is ideal for tradies, contractors, repairers, freelancers, consultants, 
homecare providers and professionals as well as other service providers.

Be Your Own Boss gives you the knowhow, techniques and tools to be successful, while keeping it simple. 
It covers self-employment at all stages of working life. It shows you how to:

•	 set yourself up in your very own business;
•	 keep it simple so you can focus on what is important;
•	 minimise the risks;
•	 get your product/service offering right for your customers;
•	 manage your finances, simply, while meeting all legal requirements; and
•	 prepare your retirement.

It is also an accessible and simply-written guide for students doing a trade, technical or professional 
course who intend to go out on their own.

Be Your Own Boss: The Practical Self-Employment Handbook covers a range of skills - from time 
management and techniques to control stress, to goals setting and working smarter. It will also help you 
to keep motivated, committed and productive. This book is a realistic account of what actually happens 
when you want to be your own boss, and it will help you to keep it simple and be successful.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ian Birt is an accountant and registered tax agent, with degrees in accounting and law. He has worked 
extensively in small business, and for an accounting firm specialising in small business clients.

Ian has taught small business planning, financial management and taxation for many years in the 
vocational training system, and has written several successful books covering all aspects of small 
business management.

Ian started out in his own small business over 35 years ago. He still operates it: doing it the right way, 
getting expert help when needed, and keeping it simple. He has also helped launch many successful 
micro-businesses.
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About this book
Manage Finance and Develop Financial Plans, Fifth Edition, shows you how to control financial 
results effectively in a small business. To do this, you need to:

Keep relevant records | report operating results | plan financial performance.

ThisThis book is divided into three parts. Part A, Manage Finances: Financial Records,                   
investigates simple financial records, recordkeeping procedures and legal requirements for 
records. Part B, Manage Finances: Financial Reports, then examines preparing and             
analysing simple financial reports including income statements, cash flow statements and 
balance sheets. A business’s tax obligations are also addressed. Finally, Part C, Develop          
Financial Plans, examines profit planning, capital expenditure, budgeting, cash flow           
management and financing decisions. There is also a glossary at the end of the book of key 
recordkeeping and financial terms.recordkeeping and financial terms.

Each chapter has exercises within the text, a list of key terms, and a multiple-choice quiz. 
There are also assessment activities at the end of key chapters. The answers to the quizzes 
can be found at the end of the book.

After reading this book, you should be able to record, report on and plan financial                 
performance to successfully run a small business.

Educational outcomes
This book covers the following national vocational training units of competency:
BSBSBM406 – Manage small business finances
BSBSBM402 – Plan small business finances

About the author
IanIan Birt is an accountant and registered tax agent. He has degrees in accounting and law, as 
well as postgraduate diplomas in education and psychology. He has worked extensively in 
small business, at every level, and for an accounting firm specialising in small business         
clients. Ian has taught small business financial management and taxation over many years 
in the vocational training system, and has written several successful books covering all       
aspects of small business management.
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